SUMMARY OF MASTERPLAN ACHIEVEMENTS:

- Construction of fifteen (15) additional teaching spaces, two (2) support unit teaching spaces incorporating internal future focused flexible learning commons - Existing library and linked rooms repurposed to accommodate three (3) new kindergarten teaching spaces - Construction of three (3) covered outdoor future focused learning commons with supporting new teaching spaces - Existing hall repurposed for new future focused learning library space central to all teaching spaces incorporating two (2) special programs unit - Removal of temporary road access from Ocean Drive & retention of existing kiss & drop parking on southern boundary - Contribute to the construction of permanent road access from Wollum Drive at South Eastern Boundary - Removal of existing cola to accommodate new learning environments - Construction of new entry plaza & bus bay off Wollum Drive - Construction of new community focused hall and entry. Hall to support OSHC facilities - Construction of new outdoor learning spaces linked to native habitat rehabilitation with natural screening towards Ocean Drive - Rain garden swale supporting site ground & surface water flow - Construction of formalised active play space - Vegetation management zones 1 & 2 adjusted to suit masterplan